Accounting is more than numbers!

Accounting is more than sitting at a computer and conducting careful financial calculations. Accountants of today work closely with clients to develop lasting professional relationships. Accountants can work in any field you can think of, from the “Big Four” firms to non-profit organizations. Accounting can provide a meaningful and fulfilling career for anyone interested! This is a brief guide of tools to help you determine if Accounting is right for you.

Fisher School of Accounting Tools:

- Consider enrolling in our Professional Speaker Series, ACG 3802
- Take advantage of firms visiting in the fall and spring and stay up to date on who will be where with the FSOA Calendar
- Sign up for the FSOA Weekly Announcements
- Join the FSOA Student Council
- Still unsure of what to do? Visit the University of Florida Career Resource Center!

Course Requirements:

Explore the courses required for the Account Major, and read the Course Descriptions

Other Online Resources:

- This Way to CPA is an excellent site with statistics on the field and advice from accountants from both the public and private sector.
- Start Here Go Places is another tool to help decide if the Accounting field is right for you.